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Abstract 
 
The study investigated the nature and level of information ethics learning and teaching in 

Library and Information Science Departments in South Africa. The literature review 

covered issues like who (who should teach information ethics), what (what should be 

taught, the content), how (methods to be used to teach information ethics) and when 

information ethics should be taught in Library and Information Science Departments. 

Flouridi (2002:122) states that. In short, information ethics is concerned about how users 

and managers of information respect information in its creation, storage, use, and 

dissemination. It addresses the issues related to privacy, access, intellectual property and 

accuracy of information. According to Carbo and Almago (2001:3) questions concerning 

ethics and how individuals especially information professionals can act ethically when 

confronted with issues related to information have been present, whenever individuals 

considered their own principles and actions as related to creating organizing, managing, 

using, disseminating, preserving and providing information in all forms. To address this, 

they say, it is a duty of library and information science schools to educate students to 

understand what ethics are and how to make ethical decisions in their personal lives and 

work. The Information Ethics Special Interest Group (2006:5) suggests that the content of 

information ethics courses taught in LIS schools should encompass such areas as 

intellectual freedom; intellectual property; open access; preservation; balance in 

collections; cultural destruction; censorship, imposed technologies; public access to 

government information; privatization; information rights; academic freedom, privacy, 

etc. Samek (2007:1) suggests course related to information ethics should be offered by 

LIS schools. Such courses should be taught by a qualified member of the faculty and be 

based on international literatures from a diversity of viewpoints.  Information ethics 

should be included in study and discussion across the library and information curriculum 

and be infused throughout the curriculum in areas as management, information literacy, 

and information-technology related courses.   
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